
From: Katia Morley
To: Community Support and Services Committee
Subject: Queensland’s ‘state of emergency’
Date: Tuesday, 1 March 2022 7:12:05 PM

To whom it may concern,

I write to you with my my concerns for the the proposal of extending the 'state of emergency’ to 31 October
2022.

I DO NOT support this proposal.

In the beginning, when we didn’t know much about Covid, lockdowns and masks seemed like a good idea.

Two years on, as the virus mutates, it is weak now where QLD Government themselves have said that most
people will only experience mild cold to flu like symptoms and these can be managed at home with
Paracetamol.

We now know it has mostly affected the elderly.  But to protect them we have:
*disrupted schooling
*decimated small business
*hundreds of thousands of jobs lost
*majorly affected industries like - travel, wedding, hospitality etc
*separated families and loved ones
*disconnected people from support like various therapies, medical etc because of vas-status
*seen a massive increase in mental health problems
*locked up people with abusive partners
*seen Australians stranded overseas, struggling to get home (all while cricketers can come!)
*created THE MOST SEGREGATED SOCIETY EVER over the division of people’s views over the
‘vaccines’.
And more.
All under the guise of ‘for the greater good’. 

There are tens of thousands of people also who have been injured through the ‘vaccine’ program.  Check
Instagram Jab_Injuries_Australia to see real accounts of horrendous reactions.  How many need to be injured, or
worse, die, from the vaccine for a virus that more than 99% of people would have survived anyway?  

NONE of this is good.  None of this is healthy.  None of this was put the people of Queensland to see what WE
wanted.  NONE of this is working.

Many other countries have dropped all mask and vaccine mandates.  Queensland should be doing the same.  

A state of emergency that lasts 2 years is no longer a state of emergency.  It is a dictatorship.

I can be contacted via email and phone numbers below.

Kind regards,

Katia Morley  | Principal
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